The mechanisms driving the current evolution of dengue remain unclear. We argue that disregarding the population biology of viruses has been a limiting factor, and present a hypothetical framework based on viral population biology. This allows us to pinpoint three flaws that need to be addressed: (1) a large underestimation of the viral polymorphism within populations; (2) a disregard of viral loci other than that encoding the antigenic envelope; and (3) the neglect of host-driven selection, especially that of vector-driven selection.
The mechanisms driving the current evolution of dengue remain unclear. We argue that disregarding the population biology of viruses has been a limiting factor, and present a hypothetical framework based on viral population biology. This allows us to pinpoint three flaws that need to be addressed: (1) a large underestimation of the viral polymorphism within populations; (2) a disregard of viral loci other than that encoding the antigenic envelope; and (3) the neglect of host-driven selection, especially that of vector-driven selection.
The aetiology and long-term history of dengue disease are well known. The pathogenic agents involved are viruses from four Flavivirus SISTER-SPECIES (see Glossary), each defining a distinct SEROTYPE: DEN-1, -2, -3 and DEN-4, respectively. These viruses have a single-strand RNA genome, in which 3 0 and 5 0 non-coding regions (NCRs) are found on either side of an open-reading frame encoding structural (C, M, E) and non-structural (NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5) proteins. All of these loci intervene in viral replication via complex virus -virus and virus -host interactions which are beginning to be identified in vitro [1, 2] . DEN viruses are transmitted to humans by Aedes (Stegomyia) mosquitoes, with the two most frequent vector species being the peri-domestic and competitive invaders Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus. Phylogenetic studies based on NS5, E or 3 0 NCR strongly support each other [3 -6] : five to 10 centuries ago, sylvatic viruses of each DEN species were independently captured by humans, and since then, human-infecting viruses have diverged from sylvatic viruses. Therefore, the current evolution of dengue disease strictly depends on the evolution of the relationships between human-infecting viruses and their environment, i.e. their three main hostspecies (Homo sapiens, Ae. aegypti, and Ae. albopictus).
Dengue evolution is currently characterized by an overall emergence in the tropics, a continuous increase in morbidity and a tendency for a reduction in interepidemic periods [7] . Both environmental degradations and intensification of the traffic of humans and goods have greatly facilitated dengue emergence. Environmental degradations facilitate the multiplication of vector habitats in the vicinity of humans, thereby enhancing the opportunities of human-vector contact [8] . Traffic intensification promotes long-range dispersal of vectors [9] and viruses [10 -12] . By contrast, the mechanisms regulating dengue morbidity and epidemics remain to be elucidated. In this article, we argue that the neglect of viral population biology partly explains the current problems with clarifying such mechanisms.
Problems related to dengue morbidity and epidemics
Whatever the species involved, dengue disease displays various pathologies [13, 14] , regrouped into three categories, ranking from silent infections to dengue fevers (DF) and dengue haemorrhagic fevers (DHF). This ranking order reflects both a gradual increase in morbidity and a gradual decrease in frequency. Indeed, silent infections are detected a posteriori through the immunization pattern, whereas hospitalization is often required for DF cases and is obligatory for DHF cases. Silent infections are the most Glossary ADAPTATION, CO-ADAPTATION, LOCAL ADAPTATION/MALADAPTATION: qualify the results of selection in terms of fitness increase. Co-adaptation and local adaptation are specific to host-pathogen systems where each species imposes selection on the other. Local adaptation of pathogens denotes that they have better fitness when infecting local rather than foreign hosts (local adaptation of hosts results in better host resistance to infection by local, rather than foreign, pathogens). Opposite patterns define local maladaptation. CO-EVOLUTION: denotes (1) that distinct species conjointly evolved for a while, such as dengue viruses with their hosts [3] [4] [5] [6] ; or (2) that two species are currently applying selection on each other, in the way that DEN viruses and their vector are considered to do. It is noteworthy that the first definition involves a longer time-scale and does not necessarily require selection: genetic drift between isolates captured by different host species would create divergence between them. GENETIC DRIFT: chance process that occurs at each reduction in demographic size and induces random changes in polymorphism. POLYMORPHISM: genetic variability observed at one locus. SEROTYPE: a group of pathogens that elicit the same immune response. After a couple of months of cross-immunity protecting against all dengue viruses, a strict overlap of the four dengue serotypes and the four DEN species takes place. SISTER-SPECIES: The four dengue serotypes (see definition above) define four sister-species of viruses, as (1) the corresponding viruses are genetically tightly related to one another, (2) recombination occurs within but not across serotypes and (3) any pair of viruses from the same serotype remains more closely related than any pair belonging to different serotypes. VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL TRANSMISSION: Vertical transmission defines the transmission of a pathogen from parents to descendants (usually from mothers to offspring, as seems to be the case for dengue viruses in some populations of vectors). Horizontal transmission defines a pathogen transmission between unrelated individuals. VIRULENCE: denotes here the part of morbidity that is determined by pathogen genetics. Corresponding author: Christine Chevillon (chevillo@mpl.ird.fr). frequent (representing up to 90% of the total burden in some areas and age groups [15] ) and DHF are the rarest [7] . Therefore, there are two approaches to dengue epidemics. On the one hand, the immunization pattern of a population provides precise information on the number, identity and prevalence of the DEN species that were present [16 -18] . On the other hand, because data on genetic polymorphism within DEN species are usually restricted to a few DF and DHF cases per population, the local viral diversity is largely underestimated.
Differences between DF and DHF cases have been studied with the aim of identifying the risk factors of dengue morbidity. Research has long focused exclusively on human characteristics and human -virus interactions. An important result was the finding that human genetics interferes with the susceptibility to develop DHF [7] . A more controversial issue is the 'antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) hypothesis'. This hypothesis analyses the infectious process from three different perspectives: biological, pathological and from the perspective of epidemiological dynamics. From a biological perspective, it is assumed that the viral load in secondary infections is enhanced by the interaction of dengue viruses with heterospecific antibodies [19] . This mechanism has faced so many critics that it now seems, at best, inconclusive [20] . From a pathological perspective, ADE predicts that the risk of developing DHF would be higher in secondary infections. The intensive epidemiological surveys listed in Table 1 do not strongly support this prediction in areas other than Thailand, and, even there, support is mixed with adverse evidence. Finally, from the perspective of epidemiological dynamics, this theory presumes that ADE would a priori create epidemic crises, preventing each DEN species from out-competing the others, and thereby facilitating the co-circulation of distinct species [21] . Conclusions are nevertheless unclear when this model is applied to a field survey (Table 1) . Furthermore, this model treats dengue as a directly transmitted species [21] , and its conclusions about the prevention of viral competition by ADE could not be supported when introducing a vector compartment because, contrary to humans, vectors never recover from infection [22] .
Our understanding of the mechanisms that determine morbidity and epidemics is influenced by two contrasting hypotheses: one unsubstantiated, but predominant, null hypothesis (H O : ADE), and one that is corroborated by results [7,10 -12] but is disregarded (H 1 : variation in viral virulence within DEN species). It is worthy of note that, if Interactions between primary and secondary infections are tested with parameters r such that r ¼ 0 in absence of interaction, r . 1 in cases of enhancement, and 0 , r , 1 in cases of inhibition (i.e. cross-immunization). † Dengue is treated as a directly transmitted disease † Interactions do exist: r ¼ 0 is rejected in favour of r -0 (pro) † Four best models evenly fit data but disagree on their conclusions (con 
Viral evolution within populations
A succession of evolutionary factors acts on viral polymorphism (Box 1). RNA viruses are characterized by the highest mutation rates known (,10 24 per site and replication round), quick replication and large populations. All of these characteristics ensure the creation and maintenance of high genetic diversity within hosts [23] . Frequent recombination among viruses of the same DEN species [24 -26] further enhances within-host diversity. Indeed, prediction of a high genetic diversity within the host has been confirmed for viruses infecting humans [27] and is beginning to be reaffirmed for those infecting mosquitoes [26] . This trait is important because of its connections to GENETIC DRIFT and selection. First, the higher the viral diversity within a host, the greater is the expected genetic change (due to genetic drift) between this original diversity and the subset that will be transferred to the next host. This could induce random changes within the viral diversity encountered among local hosts, with the extent of change being enhanced when the probability of infection success decreases (for example, when a high frequency of human immunization is reached locally). It is worthy of note that lineage extinction was actually documented within DEN-3 and -2 in Thailand [28, 29] , although it remains unclear whether selection or genetic drift was involved. Identifying the number of viruses transmitted and the distribution of viral polymorphism among local hosts is required to settle definitively the importance of genetic drift. Development of quantitative polymerase chain reaction [30] and sequencing tools should help this research.
Second, high within-host diversity promotes withinhost competition, and hence facilitates the selection for the viral genotypes that are most suited to the current host. How this will affect the local viral diversity depends on the selective differences among alternative host-species and on the balance in the number of viral generations infecting each one. Human immunization against a serotype affects the transmission of all genotypes of that serotype, and thus is unlikely to change genotype frequencies. By contrast, the vector can act as a selective agent, and thus can change the frequencies of viral genotypes. Indeed, the polymorphism of some vector genes controls: (1) vector resistance to viral infection [31] ; (2) vector competence, i.e. whether infected vectors would ensure human infection in subsequent blood-feedings [31] ; and (3) maternal-inheritance of viruses in vector offspring [32] . Therefore, resistance genotypes in vectors could select against some viral genotypes more than others. In addition, some vector genotypes may direct the transmission of some viral genotypes towards either the vertical or horizontal route. Finally, these vector loci are likely to be selected by viral polymorphism since infection is associated with costs to vector fitness, at least in laboratory conditions [33] . In other words, this vector-virus system fits the standards of host-parasite CO-EVOLUTION, where the characteristics of the reciprocal selection pressures determine the distribution of selected polymorphism among populations (see [34] [35] [36] and references therein). Our understanding will be improved by developing tools which are diagnostic of the vector and viral loci involved in such selection, analysing their polymorphism within and among populations with substantial sampling sizes per population ðn . 20Þ and by investigating the nature of these selection pressures.
Distribution of viral polymorphism among populations
The high levels of mutation, recombination and drift experienced within populations lead to the expectation of immigrating viruses rapidly diverging from their ancestral population. Any viral locus can thus be expected to display a large genetic differentiation among populations within DEN species. Rapid in situ evolution of viral polymorphism was indeed observed whenever investigators looked for it [25] . In addition, despite a large underestimation as a result of single-gene studies and sample sizes being too small, and therefore not representative of the population, the genetic diversity within DEN species was reported to be both high and geographically structured [3, 4, 12] .
Vectors and humans also display population genetic structure [37, 38] ; one would therefore expect that hostdriven selection pressures combine with mutation and recombination to make dengue viruses adapt rapidly to local hosts. This prediction has never been tested directly. Indirect support for vector-virus co-ADAPTATION has nevertheless been reported [39] . In cases of co-adaptation between vectors and viruses, infection issues (i.e. success probability, relative proportion of VERTICAL TRANSMISSION and HORIZONTAL TRANSMISSION, viral load dynamics) would not be determined solely by either the viral or vector genome but would also depend on the interaction between the two genomes. Indeed, this expected pattern was precisely that reported for vector competence and viral load when crossing three Ae. aegypti strains and three DEN-2 strains in blood-meal infections [39] . Moreover, this pattern was also reported for the probability of vertical transmission [40] . In keeping with this, viral immigration into a new population was seen to affect dengue pathogenesis in humans [11, 14] . The immigration of virulent Asian strains in Nicaragua was associated with an unexplained decrease in virulence and change in dengue pathogenesis [11] , which may have been a consequence either of an incomplete strain identification (inaccurately merging two distinct genotypes into one) or of the viral adaptation to new hosts. A gradual change in dengue pathogenesis was also documented along the course of a DEN-2 epidemic in French Polynesia [14] , an area where epidemics are caused by viral immigrants that out-compete resident viruses [10, 16] , thereby indicating local MALADAPTATION of resident viruses there. Unfortunately, it is impossible to know whether this local The emerging possibility of a co-evolution of dengue viruses with both local vectors and humans raises a new set of questions that has not yet been addressed. For example, how does the adaptation to local vectors affect pathogenesis in humans? Conversely, how does a change in the viral determinant of human pathogenesis affect the viral adaptation to local vectors? Does local adaptation occur, and, if so, are viruses locally adapted to vectors and/or to humans? Does local adaptation interfere with the genetic basis of virulence? Addressing these questions requires a complete documentation of local epidemics, including details of dengue morbidity, viral polymorphism and vector-virus interactions and/or a full identification of host-driven selection.
Host-driven selection
In vitro experiments suggest both the occurrence of hostdriven selection and an antagonism between human-and vector-driven selection. It is well known that multiple passage in mosquitoes or in C6/36 mosquito cells attenuates the virulence of dengue viruses for mammalian cell cultures and vice versa [41] . However, very little is known about the targets of host-driven selection in the viral genome.
Direct investigation of the occurrence of host-driven selection was only undertaken for 3 0 NCR, and, indeed, 3 0 NCR appears to be antagonistically selected by insect and mammalian cells [42] . This is significant because 3 0 NCR was suspected to be a viral determinant of DEN-2 morbidity ( [43] , but also see [4] ). How would vector-driven selection interfere with human pathology? Protocols of experimental evolution addressed this question for two RNA viruses [44] [45] [46] [47] : the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), a facultative vector-borne virus displaying a wide array of hosts and transmission patterns, and the Eastern equine encephalitis virus (EEEV), a mosquito-borne alphavirus. These experiments used three designs of transmission: (1) transmission from insect cells to insect cells (selection for insect specialists); (2) transmission from vertebrate cells to vertebrate cells (selection for vertebrate specialists); and (3) an alternative transmission in insect and vertebrate cells (selection for generalists). Studies in VSV and EEEV led to the same conclusions. The selection for insect specialists drastically reduced competitive skills in vertebrate cells. Comparatively, the selection for vertebrate specialists drastically reduced competitive skills in insect cells. However, the competitive skills of generalists remained as good as those of insect specialists in insect cells and those of vertebrate specialists in vertebrate cells. Moreover, experiments on EEEV showed that its adaptation to insect cells occurs along with both an increase in the success of infection of these cells and a reduced population growth within these cells [47] . Therefore, the adaptation of EEEV to vertical transmission in insect cells
Box 1. Dengue biology
Dengue morbidity is not associated with any particular serotype on a worldwide scale [13, 19] , although an association may arise on a local scale [18] . It is usually believed that dengue viruses are quickly cleared in humans (within , 7 days [18] ). The uncertainty about the frequency of silent infections renders incomplete the documentation of instantaneous viral prevalence in humans, especially in endemic areas, where the population might have been immunized over a long period of time. A local prevalence of around 80% was nevertheless given in epidemic situations [52] . Viral prevalence in mosquitoes is even less well documented, as is the cost of infection to vector fitness [33] . This is unfortunate because only data on the variation in viral prevalence, in frequency of vertical transmission and in infection cost would allow accurate estimations to be made of the actual role of vectors in selecting viral polymorphism.
The geographical distribution of these viruses is widespread and still expanding
The four serotypes have co-occurred in South-East Asia since the Second World War; an intriguing mosaic distribution is detected nowadays among nearby Thai villages [52] . Apparently, the four serotypes started to accumulate in a sustainable pattern in Latin America. Only DEN-1 and DEN-2 were reported in Africa, with the exception of rare appearances of DEN-3 in Mozambique and Somalia (see Ref. [53] for historical review). Three to four serotypes have circulated for the past 40 years in the Caribbean and Pacific islands plus Australia; in these locations, sporadic epidemics, sometimes including an overlap of two serotypes, appear to be the rule [10, 16] .
The evolutionary factors acting on viral polymorphism ( Note that several steps in both the horizontal and vertical routes of transmission are under vector genetic control, and that multiple infections are not rare (inter-and intra-serotypes, see [54] and [26] , respectively).
Within-population partition of viral polymorphism between vector and human compartments (Fig. Ib) Differences in viral genotypes are represented by host colours. A viral population includes any transmissible viruses, whether they are present in human or vector compartments, and thus clearly excludes the viruses failing vector infection. In humans, the only prediction is that the viral determinants of dengue morbidity would be in higher frequency in the visible viral burden, corresponding to cases of dengue fever (DF) and dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF), relative to silent infections. In vectors, the only other indication known is that competent vectors (whose genes allow viral horizontal transmission) vary in frequency among nearby populations (, 20 km apart in Polynesian islands [55] or Ho Chi Minh city, Vietnam, [56] ). It would be crucial to address the dependence of such results on the viral genotypes and on vector-virus genetic interactions to ascertain the 'rules' of dengue epidemics in vector compartments. Indeed, vector resistance genes may select against some viral genotypes or randomly change genotype frequencies by genetic drift in places where competent vectors are rare (Fig. Ib, question i) . Moreover, vector genetic control of transmission routes raises the opportunity for vectors to differentially select the viral genotypes that are either vertically or horizontally transmitted (Fig. Ib,  question ii) . Finally, it will be necessary to address the nature of the connections between human and vector compartments, i.e. between groups of viruses classified in terms of human pathological signs and those classified in terms of vector-virus co-evolution. reduced both its ability to compete in vertebrate cells and the probability of its being transmitted from insect to vertebrate cells. Investigating whether dengue viruses experienced similar trade-offs would require either the undertaking of similar experimental evolutionary protocols with these viruses, or the more complete characterization of the host-driven selection pressures and their targets in the genome of dengue viruses.
Looking at the most recent compilations of data [12, 48] , two factors have so far limited this characterization. First, viral genetics was mainly studied from isolates of human origin, thereby focusing on the output of human-driven selection. Second, viral polymorphism has rarely been studied at loci distinct from E. With theses biases, Twiddy et al. [12, 48] concluded that a large predominance of functional constraints had strongly limited the divergence of viral polymorphism. However, whenever discrimination was possible, the conclusions differed between the subset of viruses that only experienced mosquito passage and the other viruses [48] , confirming that mosquitoes select the viral polymorphism differently than do humans. More balanced sampling among alternative hosts in the field would be required to clarify the viral molecular targets of mosquito-driven and human-driven selection and to clearly address the population variation of both sources of selection. Moreover, population-focused data on viral prevalence in vector populations, infection costs for vector fitness, and on the frequency of vertical transmission are required to estimate correctly the actual role of vectors on viral polymorphism.
Finally, it is noteworthy that high morbidity can sometimes be deleterious for viral fitness. Vaughn et al. effectively reported in their longitudinal Thai survey that viral clearance in patient blood arose more rapidly, thereby reducing the period of transmission opportunity for vectors, in DHF cases relative to the cases of less severe diseases [18] . If this is confirmed in other populations, it would show that humans directly select for lower virulence. This point could be addressed by increasing the molecular characterization of the viruses co-circulating in endemic areas, using large sample sizes ðn . 20Þ; and/or by investigating the relationships, among local human isolates of dengue viruses, between morbidity in humans, infection ability of local vectors and the dynamics of viral load in these vectors.
Conclusion
Initially, the implicit assumptions about dengue characteristics were that they would obey universal rules, in which case transmission would be controlled by vectors, whereas pathogenesis and morbidity would be co-regulated by human history and viral genetics. We suggest that this hypothetical framework is likely to be invalid (see also Refs [6] and [20] for complementary arguments). We also suggest that an alternative hypothetical framework, based on viral population biology, looks promising. Although several studies have recently taken this direction [12, 26, 28, 29] , we have identified several questions that remain to be addressed and have listed possible ways to bring this about. The main 'takehome message' is the emphasis on two properties that should be taken into account by studies aimed at investigating the role of viral genetics in disease evolution. First, any viral gene is likely to evolve differently among populations. The observations of population variation in the selection experienced by viral genome [12, 48] and in viral evolutionary rate [49] have re-affirmed this prediction. It is crucial to stop underestimating the local levels of viral polymorphism; one way to do this would be to enlarge population samples.
Second, irrespective of the viral trait of interest, there is no reason to ignore vector-driven selection more than human-driven selection. Indeed, both hosts were shown to select the viral loci for which investigation had been undertaken (3 0 NCR and E, see above). Moreover, there is no reason to target the E polymorphism more than that of other loci. Indeed, several viral loci appear to be putative determinants of morbidity, although overly restricted sample sizes prevent one from being able to trust these results fully (n ¼ 12 for a worldwide survey of DEN-2; Ref. [43] ). Collective effort on more appropriate sample sizes to increase the amount of molecular data, as well as viral sampling in vectors and silently infected patients, should help to improve our understanding of the population variation in dengue disease dynamics.
